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This valuable book is normally only available for
sale as a paperback from Amazon.

Today it is free to you in the hope that
if you appreciate this book being free in any
way, in return you would consider taking time
out to visit by way of Google search for
Sangreal on Indiegogo, my crowd-funding
project.
And help in any way you can by way of your
kind contribution in exchange for one of the
many great perks you will find there.
Or if not able to contribute with money doing
something just as valuable for us by spreading
the word about Sangreal the family dice board
game.
Sangreal . . . some do . . . some don’t have a
beautiful mind!
The following are three testimonials from
players recently after filming for the Indiegogo
pitch video you can watch to see why
Sangreal’s time has come with your help!

Three Testimonials:
Sue said, “Well I’m really surprised by how
much I’ve learned about you two today, and I
think Sangreal’s the kind of game that gets you
talking to each other”.
Bonne said, “Yeah”.
Sue said, “And not so much about yourself,
although of course Sangreal’s about you,
Sangreal is about what you share, but things a
little more than ourselves”.
Jenah said, “I learned something about you
too”.
Sue said, “Ah cool, yeah I love that about
Sangreal, it’s amazing”.

Bonne said, “Sangreal’s a game that you can
learn from, Sangreal sort of opens up
conversations on topics about people that you
may know but also things like Sangreal sort of
brings in topics that are not that usually spoken
about or wouldn’t usually or come up in a
conversation”.
Sue said, “Yeah”.
Bonne said, “Sangreal kind of opens up your
world, and Sangreal’s kind of good though
because you get to exercise different thought
processes”.
Sue said, “Yeah that you wouldn’t normally “.
Bonne said, “Like the cards you bring out, like
you really have to think sometimes”.
Jenah said, “Sangreal gives people a chance to
say something without prejudice and they can
say something honestly they think without
people having to go on a huge debate against
them or Sangreal’s just hearing peoples ideas
which is nice”!
Sue said, “Yeah, perspective”.

Bonne said, “I quite like the fact that Sangreal
is not competitive, because most games out
there are and these games depends on who you
play with, it can ruin the game if your playing
with someone who is really competitive or is a
really bad, you know a poor loser, but because
Sangreal’s a game where everyone is equal at
the same time and that includes everyone when
it is your turn as well, Sangreal’s quite
enjoyable”.
Sue said, “Yeah, Sangreal’s more ethical, it’s
the level of co-operation, Sangreal’s cool”!

Sangreal board game . . . some
do . . . some don’t have a beautiful mind!
For more information about the true depth of
the Sangreal project on Indiegogo visit the
homepage of my qofs.org website and
bookmark it today and tell your friends about
it.
And I hope you enjoy your free gift from me to
you of this book.
Yours genuinely Marc A Stewart

http://igg.me/at/sangreal

How To Be Apart Of An
Unstoppable Revolution
To Save The World That
Will Not Be Saved
Without You!
By gaining access to your untapped super
consciousness sitting in your chair at home, in
the car, anywhere.
The SANGREAL METHOD is pure science, not
pure bunkum. Albert Einstein, one of the
greatest scientists who ever lived did not like
Quantum Entanglement. He called it “SpookyAction-At-A-Distance”.
And here’s where and why! I don’t want you
running away from this book, and from your
chance to lock onto tolatch onto the
greatest
gift
ever
uncovered
by
humankindperiod end of story.
So why then was Albert Einstein spooked by
the idea of everything turning into the same
state of mind? By the idea of information held
by one entity deep within energy within
consciousness itself being upheld by another
energy entity exactly the same, simply because
the two have met, have interacted, have been
brought together by an unknown force, faster
than light can travel?

Simply the Sangreal Method gets you to sing a
high C sharp musical tone alone inside your
mind. Removing the mirrors of glass that are
hiding the mother load of new ideas locked
away. Until someone actually does this and
actually tells their smarts. I am trying hard here
to break down this wall gaining me access to
the wealth of the unknown held within me all
of the time just waiting for this Sangreal
Method to be used daily by the hour.
Connecting you to energy inside every single
thing itself made of energy. You become a
walking encyclopedia and the world’s greatest
connector of yourself to anything you ever even
vaguely wished for.

As energy responds in kind, working through you
by magical unseen extrasensory means! As for
Einstein, it was spooky action at a very small
distance. It meant the light he was studying the
mysteries ofwas studying him! It meant and it
means energy is alive. It is trying to assist
anyone who uses the Sangreal Method, to break
down the barrier of oh I know everything. I
have done this a thousand times, and I am the
best at it in the world. Stupid is as stupid does
attitude that it appearing. Without a shadow of
a doubt your brain wants, and get this! Will
settle for nothing less than a better attitude if
you want to get into its vault of wealth of new
ideas to change the worldmake a million
bucks like you can by just making contact with
your subconscious self, in this special Sangreal
Method way today or your brain itself will let
you perish rather than thrive. A broken Humpty
Dumpty nursery rhyme yoke egg spurt, at the
bottom of the high “LEDGE” named “KNOW”!
Which is a fact we should be grateful for as we
need it to be so, not stupid; always on the back
footback in past time, going repeatedly over
and over the same old experiments in how to
think ourselves easily into wealth and happiness
by way of following through to completion new
ideas as this Sangreal Method provides so simply
it will knock your socks off. That’s just not
easy. So it just goes to show you how massively
effective this Sangreal Method is.

It is of course the mythical horn or rather cup,
seen as the platter for plenty and for healing.
There are all types of healing or rather the
proper word for having everything in life you
want to be having NOW, rather than constantly
questing to break, to remove the magical wall
of glass mirrors set up by the brain, your very
own brain to keep you out until you are willing
or rather. It made it too hard to find the secret
of the way to get past the mirrors and peer
inside to the treasure house of the new, of the
novel. As they talk in invention patent office
land by way of writing down a goal list not so
far away.

THE CHOICE IS YOURS!
YOU CAN GO ON
IN THE SAME RUT TOMORROW—OR
YOU CAN RISK NOTHING AND GAIN THE
POWER TO BE APART OF SAVING THE WORLD BY
DOING The Sangreal MethodDISCOVERING
WHY YOU ARE GOING TO AND WHY IT CANNOT
BE DONE WITHOUT YOU!

Once again every word of this BOOK has been
proven by Marc Stewart—and by the tens of
thousands of men and women who have put his
explosive access to their super consciousness to
work in THEIR lives. NOW THE SANGREAL
METHOD IS READY TO GO TO WORK FOR YOU!
You gamble nothing! If you are not amazed
beyond doubt, the first night and every night
thereafter for thirty days —simply trash the
book. Putting it down to lack of an open mind,
innovation not being for you. You have nothing
to lose! A whole world of empowerment to
gain! Do so without risk! That is one of the
clues I am allowed by your, by my right brain
hemisphere to give you. As you must be willing
to break down this silly stupid is as stupid does
wall of feeling self-conscious. Everything you do
alone, even in your thinking these days, in
these quantum entanglement times is as if
someone of like-mind or individual life of your
own should be police state mentality person is
watching and waving a very pointed wicked old
witches finger at you that just does only one
thing for your personality and personal wellbeing that being a big fat NOTHING. And the
poison apple you have already been given its
poison is the Voldermort contents hidden away
inside your very own left brain hemisphere
where you will and are finding such great
delight as caused by its spell of energy type
that is quantum entangling.

And I mean our human minds are being? Wait
too late. We have all become robots inside the
Matrix and the past oh I know everything I am
so confident not really I am so self-conscious. I
know I must think with the herd or be pushed
out. I don’t want to be the lone highlander on
his own property called the Glen of a good old
Scotch truth called the Sangreal Method. Which
will give you the entire hills outside your or
rather just inside the mirrored doors of your
right brains hemisphere, for us to think and be
alive ditto.
I have no idea how Albert Einstein worked this
knowledge into his life in later years but for me
leading a very similar life as a scientist having
energy as my best friend.
I can only do what I must, what I am obliged to
do, knowing what I know yes, but experiencing
a relationship with the same energy that is
where?
Inside everything including as I have pointed
out to you yourself by meaningful advantage as
this eBook is not really a book at all. But finally
you’re keyed in by the Sangreal Method access
to the gold mine of reality that has paved this
world with inventions, every single thing around
you can dream about being yours, that is not
apart of the natural world of nature had to
come forth from behind these mirrors of glass.

I have given you the chance to open, and get by
to the source of creativity that still exists, in a
world in need of great new ideas the right brain
has been storing up for a rainy day. I assure
you. It is now raining the negativity of the left
hemisphere oh only things of today and
yesterday exist. We do not need a positive gift
from the right brain by way of the Sangreal
Method for TOMORROW! Oh sure you can read
it. But you don’t have to. As it isn’t the book I
am giving to assist you!

I AM GIVING YOU THE SANGREAL METHOD IT IS
THE GIFT! To stop you making decisions over
and over, getting you down after you have done
them. It’s the doing you see. TESLA was right,
energy must move especially mindfully. And
even though you do the Sangreal Method sitting
down to yourself for yourself. It makes for selfconfidence and don’t ask me how. It just
magically does so. I do know yes but in reality I
do not, yet I do, and what I mean isthe
transformation in how you are and feel as a
person is way and well beyond that horrible
destroying
sensation
we
term
selfconsciousness. Which as the saying goes if you
haven’t heard this cliché it. Self-consciousness
is a bitch, and even if you do not attain a new
novel idea, and make a lot of money you will
gain towering self-confidence. I assure you of
that. And that is the greatest gift to have. Take
it to the grave, as it’s a hell of a gift for others
you come across to behold in you, all through
the magical method of asking a question and
obtaining an immediate answer by way of the
special way afforded by the use often as you
like on paper with a pen of the Sangreal
Method! It is a way of simply and easily
communicating or rather talking if you like to
your better as yet to you hidden from fullest of
view higher self. Really it—energy works
through us but we have been up until now all of
us oblivious to its real and until now hidden to
us power. GAIN THE POWER TO BE A PART OF
SAVING THE WORLD DISCOVERING WHY YOU ARE

GOING TO AND WHY IT CANNOT BE DONE
WITHOUT YOU! Once again, every word of this
book has been proven by Marc Stewart—and by
the tens of thousands of men and women who
have put his explosive access to their super
consciousness to work in THEIR lives! Now to
convince you I have something worth your
money is in actual fact so real that once again.
Out of the blue it would seem the change being
me writing this. All the wits I have gathered
are; get this—they are not even mine they are
right brain energy’s. Oh don’t get be wrong, I
wish these words were completely energy’s.
Now guess what the difference would be? My
point is energy is here but it knows its best this
coming from me or rather for you from
yourself.

The Sangreal Method is for when you really get
into that time in your mind in this life when you
just really stretch out every fiber of your being
to make a new path for yourself that will take
you out of the way things have become for you
or rather in the moment being the way things
are and they must be better or you will not be
worth living with yourself or others you may
meet at these times of great change out of
great struggle. The Sangreal Method answers
this call as nothing else can it is prayer in a
special way or if you do not like the entreaty
method of asking for guidance and assistance of
an unknown to you in your eyes higher power as
I do myself now the Sangreal Method is an
instant answer to every and any question you
might ever come across the need and the want
to be asking and getting the quick instant IN
REPLY ANSWER.
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